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...though the piping was now hushed, the call and the summons

seemed still dominant and imperious. He might not refuse, were

Death himself waiting to strike him instantly, once he had looked

with mortal eye on things rightly kept hidden. Trembling he obeyed,

and raised his humble head; and then, in that utter clearness of the

imminent dawn, while Nature, flushed with fulness of incredible

colour, seemed to hold her breath for the event, he looked in the

very eyes of the Friend and Helper; saw the backward sweep of the

curved horns, gleaming in the growing daylight; saw the stern,

hooked nose between the kindly eyes that were looking down on

them humourously, while the bearded mouth broke into a half-smile

at the corners; saw the rippling muscles on the arm that lay across

the broad chest, the long supple hand still holding the pan-pipes

only just fallen away from the parted lips; saw the splendid curves

of the shaggy limbs disposed in majestic ease on the sward. . . . All

this he saw, for one moment breathless and intense, vivid on the

morning sky; and still, as he looked, he lived; and still, as he lived,

he wondered. ‘Rat!’ he found breath to whisper, shaking. ‘Are you

afraid?’ ‘Afraid?’ murmured the Rat, his eyes shining with

unutterable love. ‘Afraid! Of Him? O, never, never! And yet—and

yet—O, Mole, I am afraid!’

— Kenneth Grahame, The Wind in the Willows

“Look about you, Clarke. You see the mountain, and hill following

after hill, as wave on wave, you see the woods and orchard, the

fields of ripe corn, and the meadows reaching to the reed-beds by

the river. You see me standing here beside you, and hear my voice;

but I tell you that all these things—yes, from that star that has just

shone out in the sky to the solid ground beneath our feet—I say that

all these are but dreams and shadows; the shadows that hide the real

world from our eyes. There is a real world, but it is beyond this

glamour and this vision, beyond these ‘chases in Arras, dreams in a

career,’ beyond them all as beyond a veil. I do not know whether

any human being has ever lifted that veil; but I do know, Clarke,

that you and I shall see it lifted this very night from before another's

eyes. You may think this all strange nonsense; it may be strange, but

it is true, and the ancients knew what lifting the veil means. They

called it seeing the god Pan.”

— Arthur Machen, The Great God Pan
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
The true weird tale has something more than secret murder, bloody

bones, or a sheeted form clanking chains according to rule. A

certain atmosphere of breathless and unexplainable dread of outer,

unknown forces must be present; and there must be a hint, expressed

with a seriousness and portentousness becoming its subject, of that

most terrible conception of the human brain—a malign and

particular suspension or defeat of those fixed laws of Nature which

are our only safeguard against the assaults of chaos and the dæmons

of unplumbed space.

— H.P. Lovecraft, Supernatural Horror in Literature

We know more about the universe now than H.P. Lovecraft knew in the

early decades of the twentieth century. But if our knowledge has taught

us anything, it is that not only is the universe stranger than was once

believed, it is stranger than was once believed possible. Lovecraft had only

to worry about loathsome human-Deep One hybrids; today there are

bioengineered she-goats from whose udders comes spider-silk. And he

just imagined a seething nuclear chaos at the heart of the Universe,

unaware that the mathematics of chaos is immanent in the design of a

leaf and in the ebb and flow of predator/prey populations.

In other words, part of the “cosmic horror” that Lovecraft sought to

inspire was informed by his simultaneous fascination with the revelations

of science and his revulsion at its anti-humanist implications, a situation

of even more pointed relevance today, given the virulent wackiness of

those who would reject or even castrate science on the one hand and the

pollyannish myopic “optimism” of its defenders on the other. As Bruce

Sterling reminds us, we could once have counted on science fiction to

help us come to grips with the world we’ve made, but “category sf” has

abdicated that role in favor of a soulless commercialism. 

At one time . . . Science Fiction did the job of describing, in some

eldritch way, what was actually happening, at least in the popular

imagination. . . . But now look at it. . . . Shared-world anthologies.

Braided meganovels. Role-playing tie-ins. Sharecropping books

written by pip-squeaks under the blazoned name of established

authors. Sequels of sequels, trilogy sequels of yet-earlier trilogies,

themselves cut-and-pasted from yet-earlier trilogies. What's the

common thread here? The belittlement of individual creativity, and
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the triumph of anonymous product. It's like some Barthesian

nightmare of the Death of the Author and his replacement by “text.”

The existence of plushy Cthulhu dolls suggests that Lovecraft’s original

vision has also been appropriated as “anonymous product,” to put it

mildly. It’s a little like an Adolf Hitler action figure: in its effort at

transgressive subversion, the artifact trivializes the enormity, and the

subsequent conversation misses the whole point. 

Briefer: we could perhaps use a dose of proper cosmic horror today.

This game is thus intended to re-focus the sensibilities of Lovecraftian

role-playing in an appreciation of the ineffability of the real: the world is

a dream, but we are not the dreamers. The locus classicus for this motif

among Lovecraft’s sources of inspiration is Arthur Machen’s The Great

God Pan, that hoary old chaos-spirit whom Kenneth Grahame called “the

Piper at the Gates of Dawn”—thus the name of the game is an evocation

of the roots of the weird tale.

But without taking into account the seventy-plus years of history between

Lovecraft’s time and our own, his idiom will seem to us either quaint or

odious. Lovecraft’s sensibilities are very much those of the early 20
th
 

century, and that which he found horrifying is that with which we in the

21
st
 have mainly reached some accommodation, for good or ill. So we

recognize in his prudish distaste for miscegenation a symptom of racist

xenophobia, and we have for the most part managed to muddle through

the sanity-shattering implications of atomic science and nuclear war.

Instead, different dæmons exercise us, more insidious and far less

amenable to being solved by the diligent application of rationality,

restraint, and enlightened self-interest.

Additionally, there is the danger of kitsch. The argument has been made

that the alien beings seeping down from the stars in the Cthulhu mythos

prefigure the “ancient astronauts” of 70s and 80s pop culture. Thus, to

invoke such beings with a straight face in a game is to suffer from a

deficiency of irony—the very definition of kitsch. This is fine when the

point of playing the game is to honor the source material, but to the

extent that the goal is more ambitious—to the extent that the aim is more

than pastiche—a different approach is required.
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One possible answer is to borrow from the conventions of “slipstream”

(versus “mainstream”)  fiction. “Slipstream” is a term coined to describe

a certain kind of narrative style that emerged in the closing years of the

20
th
 century. To quote Bruce Sterling (the term’s inventor) once more:

It seems to me that the heart of slipstream is an attitude of peculiar

aggression against “reality.” These are fantasies of a kind, but not

fantasies which are “futuristic” or “beyond the fields we know.”

These books tend to sarcastically tear at the structure of “everyday

life”. . . Quite commonly these works don't make a lot of common

sense, and what's more they often somehow imply that nothing we

know makes “a lot of sense” and perhaps even that nothing ever could. 

Related to slipstream is the little genre called the “New Weird.” As the

anthologists Ann and Jeff Vandermeer explain:

New Weird is a type of urban, secondary-world fiction that subverts

the romanticized ideas about place found in traditional fantasy,

largely by choosing realistic, complex real-world models as the

jumping-off place for creation of settings that may combine elements

of both science fiction and fantasy. 

The representational techniques employed in this sort of post-genre

fiction, Sterling goes on to suggest, are the storytelling equivalent of

M.C. Escher’s graphic recursions, and it is “marked by a cavalier attitude

toward ‘material’ which is the polar opposite of the hard-SF writer's

‘respect for scientific fact.’” In particular, slipstream is prone to

outrageous violations of the historical record. It doesn’t “create” new

worlds, says Sterling, it quotes them; it “chops them up out of context,

and turns them against themselves.” To the question, “Is it real?”

slipstream says, “Compared to what?”

So this game embraces a critical play aesthetic, to use game design theorist

Mary Flanagan’s term, in the sense that intends to “ungame” the normal

modes of Lovecraftian play by simultaneously going back to the roots of

the weird tale and adopting a “slipstream” sensibility toward its source

material. Whether this will be successful remains to be seen, but I have

run precursors to this game with some success, and have high hopes.

— Bill White, Huntingdon PA, October 2009
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We Are Not Meant to KnowWe Are Not Meant to KnowWe Are Not Meant to KnowWe Are Not Meant to Know
The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability of the

human mind to correlate all its contents. We live on a placid island

of ignorance in the midst of black seas of infinity, and it was not

meant that we should voyage far. The sciences, each straining in its

own direction, have hitherto harmed us little; but some day the

piecing together of dissociated knowledge will open up such

terrifying vistas of reality, and of our frightful position therein, that

we shall either go mad from the revelation or flee from the light into

the peace and safety of a new dark age.

— H.P. Lovecraft, The Call of Cthulhu

The true world is made up of fathomless secrets that turn the consensus

reality of the World As We Know It on its head in ways that may seem

irrational and even a little blasphemous. The true world comprises a mix

of twisted theosophy, conspiracy-minded secret history, H.P. Lovecraft’s

oneiromantic mythopoieia, and a dash of Philip K. Dick’s solipsistic

reality-bending. There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

than are dreamt of in our philosophies.

To prepare your game, you’ll need to choose the consensus reality that

will serve as the point of departure for your play. Think of this as the

“basic setting” of your game, and choose it with an eye toward what you

believe others will be interested in. Remember that part of the fun of the

game is filtering the “normal,” prosaic, or familiar through the lens of

the weird. A good setting is one that teeters on the brink of crisis while

people try to live their normal lives.

For example:

— Shanghai, 1937, as Sino-Japanese tensions come to a head.

— Hollywood, 1934, in the midst of a hotly contested election.

— Berlin, 1949, at the beginning of the Cold War.

— Minnesota, 1863, during the Sioux Uprising on the high plains.

— Republican Rome, 44 BCE, on the eve of Caesar’s murder.

Pick something with which you are familiar, or wish to become familiar.

Alternately, you can create a “secondary world”—an alternate universe or

fantastic reality along the lines of China Mieville’s New Crobuzon or M.

John Harrison’s Viriconium. This will require a different sort of work on
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your part—more imaginative invention and sociological speculation, for

example—that moves the game into the realm of the “New Weird.” So if

you want a steampunked-out 19
th
 century London or a Shire in which

Sharkey and his half-orc lieutenants waterboard hobbit terrorists, this is

your chance. Decide now!

The World As We Know It and the World Unseen
The process of creating the setting involves both a little bit of research

and some brainstorming. The goal of the process is to create a map of

the immediate setting—a schematic depiction of notable places in the

game-world, to help orient players and provide a context or grounding

for the decisions of the players—along with a cast of diegetic (in-game)

elements (i.e., things in the fiction), each of which is assigned a value

according to its place in the setting.

In-game elements belong either to the World As We Know It or to the

World Unseen, and are thus either mundane or weird. Mundane objects

have a basic value of 1, mundane people have a basic value of 3, and

mundane groups and places have a basic value of 5, while weird things of

all sorts have a basic value of 7. Modify these basic values according to

the characteristics of the in-game element. Nothing can have a value

lower than 0 or higher than 12.

+1 Rich

+1 Powerful

+1 Famous

+1 Beautiful or Desirable

+1 Strong or Brave

+1 Smart, Wise, or Enlightened

+1 Artistic or Expressive

+1 Experienced

–1 Poor

–1 Powerless

–1 Despised or Forgotten

–1 Ugly or Wretched

–1 Weak

–1 Ignorant

–1 Inarticulate or Awkward

–1 Naive

Add other descriptors or characteristics as desired. You may create

characters as specific individuals, historical or otherwise, or simply

establish a generic type suitable to the setting, to be named and

additionally fleshed out by a specific player as the game proceeds.
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The Ghosts of Shanghai: An Example
Shanghai, 1937, is the financial and industrial center of China, a port

city on a tributary of the Yangtze River called the Whangpoo, through

which passes much of the country’s commercial traffic. Cosmopolitan

and cultured, it is called the “Paris of the East” as well as an “Oriental

Babylon,” the “Whore of Asia.” It is home to 3 million Chinese, many of

them migrants from the interior come to work in its shops and factories.

The 70,000 foreigners who live here include some, like White Russians

and German Jews, who have nowhere left to go.

The Map (A List of Places)The Map (A List of Places)The Map (A List of Places)The Map (A List of Places)
— Blood Alley (Mundane Place, value 5), a seedy riverside

district where both the heroin and the whores are cheap

and plentiful.

— The Bund (Mundane Place, value 5), a boulevard along the

riverbank upon which stand elegant buildings housing

banks, important merchants, and posh hotels.

— French Concession (Mundane Place, value 5), the French

extraterritorial zone, governed by its independent

municipal council and patrolled by Annamese colonial

police, the French Concession is primarily residential, its

streets lined with quaint homes and leafy plane trees.

— Hongkew (Mundane Place, value 5), also called “Little

Tokyo,” is home to 30,000 Japanese residents, including

shopkeepers as well as those ostracized in Japan itself: jazz

musicians, dancers, homosexuals, and unwed mothers.

— International Settlement (Mundane Place, value 5), the

combined British and American concessions, with

palatial houses and large staffs as well as crowded

factories.

— Little Russia (Mundane Place, value 5), the heart of the

White Russian community, located along Avenue Joffre

in the French Concession.

— Nanking Road (Mundane Place, value 5), a busy

commercial avenue in the heart of the city lined with

shops, bars, restaurants, hotels and nightclubs.
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— Shanghai Docks (Mundane Place, value 5), where cargo and

passengers unload at the city’s quays and wharfs.

— Whangpoo River (Mundane Place, value 5), a tributary of

the Yangtze River, which drains a vast hinterland that

serves as market for Shanghai products and imports.

The Cast (A List of People and Things)The Cast (A List of People and Things)The Cast (A List of People and Things)The Cast (A List of People and Things)
— Chiang Kai-Shek (Mundane Person; powerful, famous;

value 5), the Generalissimo in charge of the Nationalist

Government headquartered in Nanking. 

— Du Yuesheng (Mundane Person; rich, powerful; value 5), or

“Big Ears Du,” a gangster who controls much of the drug

and vice trade in the city and who has close ties with the

Nationalists.

— Emily “Mickey,” Hahn (Mundane Person; beautiful, brave,

smart; value 6), an exotic, eccentric, and sensual New

York odalisque who delights in provocation and
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spectacle. She carries a pet gibbon named Mr. Mills on

her shoulder and speaks enthusiastic if imperfect

Chinese.

— Hong Xiuquan (Weird Person; enlightened, famous, strong,

despised; value 9), Christ’s younger brother, leader of the

Taiping Rebellion of the mid-19th century, risen at last

from the dead.

— The I Ching or Book of Changes (Weird Object; wise,

inarticulate; value 1), a divinatory tool with uncanny

ability to guide, warn, and advise, involving throwing

yarrow stalks to determine fortune.

— Lai Choi San (Weird Person; brave, beautiful; value 8), a

female pirate from the South China Sea who leads a

small flotilla of a dozen fast-moving iron-plated junks

armed with antique cannon.

— Li Yunhe (Mundane Person; value 3), a sexually aggressive

Shanghai starlet of modest talent but out-sized ego,

ambitious and capable of nursing long-standing grudges.

— Lu Xun (Mundane Person; ), prominent writer, essayist, and

left-wing critic of the Chinese government and of

conditions in China, a clear-eyed and inspirational

advocate of arts and literature; closely watched by the

Nationalists.

— Colonel Charles F.B. Price (Mundane Person; value 3),

commander of the 4
th
 Marines, the American garrison in

the International Settlement.

— Ruan Lingyu (Mundane Person; beautiful, wretched; value

4), powerfully emotive tragic actress of Shanghai cinema

burdened by the obsessive attention of her fans.

— Sir Victor Sassoon (Mundane Person; rich, powerful; value

5), business tycoon, Anglo-Iranian of Jewish extraction.

— Agnes Smedley (Mundane Person; value 3), American

radical, Frankfurter Zeitung correspondent suspected of

being a Soviet agent by the British Special Branch.

— Sun Yat Sen (Weird Person; wise; value 7), or at least his

ghost, visionary leader and exemplar of the Chinese
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Nationalist movement. He haunts the garden of the

house where his widow still receives visitors.

— The Terra Cotta Warriors of Emperor Qin (Weird Object;

value 1), statues of soldiers, including cavalry,

handcrafted in the 3
rd
 century BC to help the first

Emperor of China conquer the afterlife, entombed with

him in a vast crypt system.

— White Russians (Mundane Group; powerless, despised;

value 3), czarist loyalists fleeing Soviet oppression.

Citizens of nowhere, in a social, political, and economic

limbo in the city, neither wholly accepted nor wholly

rejected by either the Chinese or other foreigners.

— Yang Huimin (Mundane Person; brave, naive; value 3),

patriotic Shanghai Girl Scout.
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Lifting The VeilLifting The VeilLifting The VeilLifting The Veil
Everything we see and everything we seem is but a dream within a

dream, and we are not the dreamers. Everything around us, in other

words, is inadequately perceived. . . . In attempting to ascertain the

true nature of that most sublime and complicated calculation that is,

essentially . . . One . . . we fracture the nature of God.
—Matthew Rossi, Every Thing Possible to be Believ’d Is An Image of Truth

Beginning the Game
Begin the game by laying out the map. Deal three mundane counters to

each player, and keep the remainder for yourself. Lay out remaining

mundane counters face up, and any weird counters face down, but in sight

of the players.

Go around the table and have each player choose one counter in their

hand to be their primary character (PC), laying it down somewhere on

the map. You may allow trading among players if you desire.

If time and circumstances permit, you may wish to encourage each player

to do research on his or her PC to give them more to work with during

the play of the game, but this shouldn’t be strictly necessary. Your

biographical summary of mundane characters should be sufficient for

play to begin. 

You may choose to place one or more mundane counters on the map at

this time if you desire, up to the number of players other than yourself.

The player with the lowest value PC goes first.

Playing the Game
Each player-turn comprises one or more game-turns, each of which consists

of an initial and a sequel exchange. An exchange involves a structured role-

playing interaction between two players, one of whom takes on the

initiator role on behalf of his or her PC and the other of whom takes on

the interlocutor role on behalf of the in-game element with which the PC is

interacting; this could be another PC, a place on the map, or a character

who has been introduced into play. The player whose turn it is always
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acts as the initiator; other players act as interlocutor depending on who

controls the object of the PC’s interaction.

In general, whoever has the most influence on a character (or other in-

game element) gets to decide who acts on interlocutor on behalf of that

character. In the absence of any other sources of influence, the player

acts as interlocutor for his or her PC, the GM acts as interlocutor for

places on the map, and the player who introduced a character into play

acts as interlocutor for that character.

However, note that one game-mechanical outcome of play is to award

points of influence to players. Once a player has influence greater than

the character’s value, that player controls who acts as interlocutor for

that character. In cases where more than one player fits that category, the

player with more influence has control, with ties going to the one who

achieved that level of influence first (so you have to exceed someone

else’s influence to break their control of a character).

Note that the player always plays his or her PC if the player initiates

the exchange, but if the PC is the object of another player’s interaction,

and someone else has more influence on the PC than the PC’s player

does, and that influence is greater than the character’s value, then that

someone else decides who gets to play the PC.

No one can be their own interlocutor, so if the initiator selects as their

object an in-game element they control, they must pick a different player

to be the interlocutor.

The Structure of a Game-TurnThe Structure of a Game-TurnThe Structure of a Game-TurnThe Structure of a Game-Turn

Turn Element Initiator Role Interlocutor Role

Initial Exchange acts reacts

Sequel Exchange reacts acts

To begin the game-turn, the initiator indicates what in-game element also

present at the PC’s location on the map will be the object of the PC’s

interaction. The player who controls that object chooses who will play

the interlocutor.
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Having done that, the initiator and interlocutor play out two exchanges,

an initial exchange in which the initiator acts and the interlocutor reacts,

and a sequel exchange in which the interlocutor acts and the initiator

reacts. An exchange can also be referred to as an “action-reaction pair.”

Actions and ReactionsActions and ReactionsActions and ReactionsActions and Reactions

Step Note What Is The Character Doing?

0 C Expressing Sadness, Fear, or Anxiety

1 C# Expressing Anger

1 Db Indulging Obsession or Addiction

2 D Undertaking Physical Action or Exertion

3 D# Engaging in Physical Violence

3 Eb Engaging in Seduction or Romance

4 E Experiencing an Insight or Intuition

5 F Engaging in Rational Calculation or Appraisal

6 F# Persuading or Arguing With Someone

6 Gb Experiencing Depression or Being Passive

7 G Observing, Perceiving, or Listening

8 G# Daydreaming or Using Imagination

8 Ab Resting, Gaining Strength, or Sleeping

9 A Nurturing, Comforting, or Nourishing

10 A# Enacting Friendship or Cameraderie

10 Bb Experiencing Pain or Anguish

11 B Expressing Joy, Happiness, or Pleasure

The interlocutor chooses a third player to judge actions and reactions.

Both initiator and interlocutor then role-play or describe what their
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character is doing in the current interaction; it need only be a sentence

or two, or even a look. The judge then decides what note to assign to the

character’s behavior. After both exchanges have been played out, each

participant (i.e., initiator and interlocutor) receive points based on the

harmonics of the exchange.

The Harmonics of an ExchangeThe Harmonics of an ExchangeThe Harmonics of an ExchangeThe Harmonics of an Exchange

C D E F G A B

StepStepStepStep 0000 1111 2222 3333 4444 5555 6666 7777 8888 9999 10101010 11111111

0000 1 X 2 X 3 4 X 5 X 6 X 7

1111 7 1 X 2 X 3 4 X 5 X 6 X

2222 X 7 1 X 2 X 3 4 X 5 X 6

3333 6 X 7 1 X 2 X 3 4 X 5 X

4444 X 6 X 7 1 X 2 X 3 4 X 5

5555 5 X 6 X 7 1 X 2 X 3 4 X

6666 X 5 X 6 X 7 1 X 2 X 3 4

7777 4 X 5 X 6 X 7 1 X 2 X 3

8888 3 4 X 5 X 6 X 7 1 X 2 X

9999 X 3 4 X 5 X 6 X 7 1 X 2

10101010 2 X 3 4 X 5 X 6 X 7 1 X

11111111 X 2 X 3 4 X 5 X 6 X 7 1

Instructions: Read across from the resonance of the acting character and

down from the resonance of the reacting character. If the result is a

number, the action-reaction pair is consonant, and the player of the

reacting character gains that number of harmonies to spend to shape the

consequences of the turn. If, however, the result is an ‘X’, the action-

reaction pair is dissonant, and allows the introduction of the weird as a

consequence of the game-turn.

Additionally, the judge should award additional harmonies to each

player for role-playing or otherwise introducing their characters distinct
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features in play. Both players receive this award; in other words, a player

gains harmonies for acknowledging the other character’s beauty, poverty,

or enlightenment in his or her actions as well as for enacting his or her

own character’s bravery, intelligence, or naivete.

The Resolution of the Game-Turn
The output of the two exchanges will be some amount of harmony

accruing to the participants as well as an indication of the presence or

absence of dissonance.

The player whose reaction caused the dissonance gets a dissonance marker

that he or she places on one of the weird counters the GM has laid out

face down. The GM gets to interject a hint, sign, or rumor of the weird

into the current turn’s narration related to the object of the counter.

Once dissonance markers equal to the value of the counter have been

placed on it, it enters play in the current scene.

Each player then gets to secretly distribute the harmonies he or she has

accrued in the current turn as desired, into the following areas:

Narration Rights. The player with the higher amount here narrates the

outcome of the game-turn, in line with the results of the distribution.

Ties go to the interlocutor. If dissonance occurred, the GM gets to

interject a hint of weirdness into the narration.

Continuation. The player with the higher amount here gets to decide if

another game-turn for the current player should be played out. In cases

of a tie, the interlocutor decides.

Consequences. Harmonies here contribute to achieving some goal or

having an effect, intended or inadvertant. This is expressed as the

addition or removal of a characteristic descriptor to an in-game element

(which must be present in the current location). The cost of such

addition or removal is equal to the current value of the element,

regardless of whether the descriptor is positive or negative. These points

may be accrued over several game-turns.

Defense. Harmonies here prevent changes to a specific character,

reducing the effectiveness of consequences. These points cancel out
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points spent as consequences or reduce the consequences accrued to a

specific effect. If there are no points to cancel out, the points are lost

(i.e., these points can’t pre-emptively “shield” a character).

Influence. Players may distribute harmonies as influence to any

character or other in-game element in play, increasing their potential to

control that element.

Character Entry. Players may distribute harmonies to any character in

their hand or face-up in front of the GM. When harmonies equal to the

character’s value have been given to it, it enters play during the narration

of the turn’s resolution.

The Weird In Play
Once there are weird counters on the map, the GM gets a player-turn,

and gets to treat one weird counter as his or her PC for the length of that

player turn.

Ending the Game
The game ends when it seems appropriate. Go around the table a final

time and allow each player to describe what they imagine the ultimate

fate of their character to be.
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